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IS DEFENDER ONE SOLVING?

WHAT PROBLEM 

The risk of cyberattacks is constantly increasing. Companies and institutions
need to protect sensitive data in order to be viewed as trustworthy by
Customers, Partners and Investors.

Unfortunately, today, businesses don't need to ask “if” they will be targeted but
rather “when”. This is why cyber security is of such great importance.

Defender One helps businesses secure their digital assets. Penetration testing
allows you to check your ability to withstand an adversary and further harden
security.

Defender One provides affordable and scalable Cyber Security solutions for all
businesses regardless of size and location, with a focus on Price, Quality, Service,
and Sustainability.

PENETRATION TESTING SERVICES

Defender One offers a wide range of cybersecurity services from a certified
and professional team of cybersecurity engineers, covering all the niches of
cybersecurity: offensive, defensive. threat intelligence and more.

Our end result is a detailed report of all the identified vulnerabilities and their
characteristics. The report will provide all of the information required in the
scope, documentation of the findings, and suggestions for solving each
vulnerability. 

Going Beyond Confidentiality Integrity and Availability
 

We Provide the People, Processes, Technology, and Knowhow
 

To Protect your Business, Customers, Partnerships, and Investors
 

So you can be focussed on the business of your business



Lowers the risk of getting hacked from outside
Become IT Security Compliant
Know the vulnerabilities before a real attack
Insight into your cyber security posture
Discover data leaks from your company

The External Security Pentest attempts to gain entry into the internal network
and servers by leveraging vulnerabilities discovered on the external assets. Test
your internet-facing apps, websites, servers and network perimeter.

The Benefits of external penetration tests are: 

OFFENSIVE SERVICES
PENTESTING | SECURITY AUDITS | VULNERABILITIES ASSESSMENTS

Web Application Penetration Testing
Cloud Security Assessments
Internal network & Active Directory 
External Network Security
Red Teaming
GDPR Pentests
Network Resiliency Assessment
Compromise Assessment
Firewall Assessments
MPLS Security Audit

PCI DSS Security Audit
iOS Application Pentest
Desktop Application Pentest
Android Application Pentest
Iot Device Pentest
API Services Audit
MPLS Security Audit
Load/Stress Testing
ATM Security Assessment
Purple Teaming

NETWORK PENETRATION TESTING

https://ctdefense.com/pci-dss-penetration-testing/


Detect and arrange security threats

Protect customer loyalty and company image

Protects the integrity of assets in case of existing malicious code hidden

Identify and repair web application security flaws with experienced and
certified cyber security experts.

We are offering both Manual and Automatic Testing for your Web Application.
Manual Web Application Penetration Testing is essential when searching for
vulnerabilities. Automated tools can't discover all the flaws

Benefits of securing your web applications:

Pentest results confirm the threat posed by particular security vulnerabilities or
faulty processes, allowing IT management and security experts to arrange
remediation efforts.

Penetration testing helps an organization avoid data incidents that may put the
company’s reputation and reliability at stake.

Our web application experts can investigate line by line the code of the
applications in order to detect code vulnerabilities or backdoors.

WEB APPLICATION PENETRATION TESTING

CERTIFIED TEAM
DEFENDER ONE’S ENGINEERS HOLD THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATIONS:

CCSP Certified Cloud Security Professional
Certified Incident Handler (ECIH)
CompTIA Pentest+
Certified Penetration Testing Consultant (CPTC)
Offensive Security Certificated Professional OSCP
Offensive Security Web Exploitation (OSWE AVAE)
Certified Ethical Hacker
CISM Certification Security Manager
Nexpose NACA Certified Administrator
Cisco - Certified Network Associate (CCNA)
Splunk - Core Certified User and more



DEFENSIVE SECURITY  SERVICES & MORE 

THREAT INTELLIGENCE

Social Engineering & Phishing
Forensics and Investigations
Dark Web OSINT Intelligence
Brand Protection

DEFENSIVE SERVICES

Secure Code Review
Secure Software Development
Blue Teaming
Brand Protection

INCIDENT RESPONSES

SECURITY CONSULTANCY

Protects the integrity of assets
Prevent security incidents
Protect customer loyalty and company image

Defender One offers Defensive CyberSecurity Services that helps
companies:



SOLVING IT?

Contact us here:  
Email: Robert@defender.one

HOW WE ARE 

GET SECURED TODAY!

Let's scope your project:
In this phase, we will learn what is your primary objective
We will estimate the number of days necessary for the assessment
We will clarify the start date, end date and reporting date
  
Technical Assessment
Our certified engineers will begin the technical process of your scope
assets. Working with the latest methodologies and technologies we will
make sure that all vulnerabilities are identified and reported. 
  
Reporting
We will carefully create the report with all the vulnerabilities, their
characteristics and remediation steps, in order to help you solve them faster.  

mailto:Robert@defender.one

